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Dr. Sachs Named ITCC-N President
An Open
Letter from
Pres. Sachs

New Role for
11~orlller Dean

To Students and Faculty of ITCC-N,
What does the future hold for
Illinois Teachers College Chicago
North? While final decisions must
be made by the Board of Governors, some predictions are in order. It seems quite likely that programs for the education of teachers for secondary schools will be
instituted soon. It seems likely that
liberal arts programs (non-teaching degrees) will follow shortly
lhereafter. It seems likely that
building plans for the near future
will encompass more classrooms,
laboratories, offices, and a real
Student Union. It seems likely that
the name of the college will be
changed.
Student and faculty opinion will
be asked and students and faculty .
will participate in the committee
work as these plans develop. This
is an exciting time for the college.
The scope of the Interim is conWe have a unique opportunity to
tinuing to widen. In the last two
participate in determining the future of this institution. Many peo- issues of the Interim , several new
ideas were introduced which will
ple have made valuable contrtbuf
f h
now become regu1ar eatures o t e
tions to college development. E ven Interim.
more cooperative effo rt will be
required to move towards our
Bob Delaney, a well-known camgoals.
pus figure will continue to write
Sincerely yours,
his column, which appeared , in the
Jerome M. Sachs

Faculty
Constitution
Nears Completion

....c====='-'---=========:::..:==============::.....J

The I NTER IM lfJ Growing!

Interim , for the first time, February 2.

Denise Kelly's column, "From
the Dean's Office" will now be expanded to include the entire faculty and student body. Denise will
have the laborfous job of spotlighting the endeavors and capers of
the members of our campus. This
will be a goo d oppor t um·t y for all
- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - , f - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - students and administration to get
publicity for the endeavors outside
of school.

Federal w ork ,rc·c-N Student•
Art
stU dyProgram Ho/ds
·Pat Brieschke, who is becoming
Exhibit
well known for her wit and satire
as well as her ability for sincere
Announced
The eyes of the Interim are con- honesty and criticisms in her restantly being opened to successes views, will now be doing her own

Do you want a job providing valuable teaching experience? Opportunities for a number of new jobs
in social agencies (tutoring, leading groups. etc.) are available
through the auspices of the Federal
Work Study Program.
Any full-time student needing
employment is eligible for such
jobs. The student will be given the
choice of jobs on or off campus.
Off-campus jobs in the area of the
inner C'ity consist in working with
agencies in connection with public
housing projects, in special mental health projects, on the board
of education program for dropouts ,
at Hull House branches, etc. Within our own school specialized jobs
are available as research aids
with faculty members , assistants
in technical departments, etc.
Summer camp possibilities are
also in consideration right now.
'this will involve a two-month
camp program in out-of-the-city
interracial projects.
The joy of working • in the Work
Study Program is that invaluabl.e
teaching experience i s earned
while filling the need for employment. If your interest has been
c:mght , explore the situation furtl1er with Mrs. Rose Brandzel, CoOrdinator of the Work Study Program. in Room 526.

and achievements of ITCC-N stuclents. We wish again to congratulate another talent of the student
body, Richard Prey. A fourth-trimester student, Rich is in the act
of his second exhibit at Golf Mill
Shopping Center - his field, of
course, the art of photography.
Since sixth grade Rich has
strived for the artist's wish, the
creative end. An extensive background in the art of photography,
he may certainly achieve his desire. Rich has shot his own motion
picture ( 8mm color and sound) ,
The Secret World of Brandly Witty,s hown in the TV workshop. Doing the opening title sequence for
the shop's presentation during the
summer, he_ is now an unofficial
member of the group.

\t its monthly meeting on February 21, 1966, the Board of Governors of State Colleges and Universities named Dr. Jerome M. Sachs
President of Illinois Teachers College Chicago-North.
Dr. Sachs bcomes the school's first President under its state manage'llent. He has headed it as Dean since 1962 when it was under city control and named Chicago Teachers College-North.
He begari his college teaching' career in the 1930's and subsequently
taught and lectured at Wilson Junior College, Northwestern University,
the University of Chicago, and DePaul University. In 1952-53 he was the
recipient of a Ford Fellowship and in 1960-61 he was a visiting professor
at the University of California at Berkeley.
Highlights of a long teachi:1g
career include teaching first experimental mathematics telecast on
WTTW, a college mathematics
course on WTTW, an in-service
training course for teachers on
WGN, and a series in enrichment
The Faculty Senate has almoSf mathematics for Midwest Airborne
completed the initial implementa- Program on TV instruction, and
tion of th e Faculty ConS titution. bei:1g a member of the Mombasa
By th e eo d of February, all th e !\fathematics Workshop sponsored
co'uncils and committees provided by Educational Services, Inc. at
by th e ConS titution will have been Nyali Beach, Kenya, Africa, in the
appointed by the Senate.
f 1965 D s h · th
summer O
•
r . ac s Is e
Through the Faculty Senate, rep- author of a textbook and numeMus
·
1
resentaHon of the Jomt F acu ty articles in the field of mathem,1tPolicy Committee of the system of ics
·
St;:ite Colleges and Universities,
Besi·des hi·s membershi'p 1·0 sev..
and on Committee N of the. st ate era! Mathematics Associations,
Bo~rd of Higher Education have Dr . Sachs is Chairman of the Hubeen established.
man Relations Council of the North
The Senate appointed a Special
River Commission and is a memAd-Hoc Salary Committee to make ber of the Education Committee of
a comparative study of faculty sal- the Chicago Commission 00 Human
aries between ITCC-N and sister Relations.
institutions. The report with its1------ - - - - - recommendations has been completed and distributed to the fac-

column.
Next in line in the way of features, J oanne Suvanto and Diane
Locallo, will be the Interim's answer to the Man on the Street. Joanne and Diane will consult random st udents concerning popular
topics of discussion.
Our sports page will now feature
the talents of Harry Rossi, who will
write a column which will cover
all aspects of sports on our campus. Harry's active participation in
the physical health club places
him in a most advantageous position to view our campus sports.
Finally, for the people who believe that even though you can't
do anytyhing about the weairler,
it's still nice to talk about it, Jeff
Provus will continue to predict the
future in his column, the "Weather Word.,,

ulty.
The Student Senate has received
a petition from the student body
that would have the chairs in the
cafeteria re-upholstered. The sen&.te has decided to seek to alleviate
the problem as soon as the students
take up the responsibility of cleaning up the present condition in the
cafeteria.
The Curriculum Assessment Committee is in the process of sending
questionaires to the student body
inquiring as to what they think of
the courses, presently offered. The
hope of the committee is that the
forms will be returned as soon as
possible. The findings will then be
given to the Dean.
Having been denied funds by the
finance board, c. R. o. (Civil
Rights Organization) presented a
petition to the senate seeking an
investigation into the refusal.
Marilyn Fogel, a membre of C.
R. 0. and a senator read the petition. It stated that the composition of the finance board was illegai the time it handed dc;iwn the de-

Hoping for another exhibit at
Carnegie Theatre on Rush Street, ,__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,,
and perhaps one at ITCC-N somecision.
day, Rich is competent of some
C. R. 0. contends that the board
sound advice in the field of art at
was made up of two faculty memthis school.
Students who were in Dr.
bers, six senators and one student
representing no clu bor organizaEllis' SHP III class (Fall '65)
The art program as it presently
tion.
can pick up final projects on
stands "helps a lot of people apSandra Friedlander, a member
March 8, in room
of the board repudiated the charge,
preciate pictures who normally
explaining that the composition of
( Continued on Page 7)
( Continued on Page 2)

Attention!

Priest
Warns of
'Spirits'

"We call ourselves lushes , drunks,
alkys, and other names." This was
one of many candid statements
made by father John, a member of
Alcoholics Anonymous and a speaker en a panel about alcohol at our
schol on Friday, February 25, in
the Little Theater. The panel, presented by the Catholic Charities of
the Archdiocese of Chicago was
lead by Monsignor McDermott. It
was sponsored by Urban Ecology
class taught by Mrs. Ginsberg and
was open to all students.
The panelists , consisting of Father John, a catholic priest, a wife
of an alcoholic who was a member
of Al-Anon, a teenage daughter of
an alcoholic who is a member of
Al-Teen , and a mother and wife
who is an alcoholic, who is also a
member of Alcoholics Anonymous.
Each spoke out with a frankness
that was startling about the many
problems alcohol has brought to
their lives. When Father John told
about having an hallucination of
four devils standing behind him ,
discussing whether thev had him or
not while he was delivering a lenten service he told it with a humorous touch. But underneath the
laughter the seriousness of the
story was quite plain.
The young girl who had an al( Continued on Page 8)

The

Paite Two

INTERIM

An Open Letter

Wednesday, March 1, 1966

International
Festival
Announced

l"'rom C.R.O.

The George Williams College
Dear Students and Faculty,
Camp (the YMCA Leadership ConIt will be one year ago next month that the crisis in Selma, Alabama,
ference Center) and other resorts
took place. At this time, both faculty and students of this college went
in Lake Geneva, Wisconsin (75
down to Selma to help. Whether they were right in doing so was not
miles north of Chicago ) will serve
the issue - the significance of that event rests on the fact that these
as centers for the forthcoming Inpeople heard the cry of a forsaken segment of humanity and felt the
ternational Guitar Festival the
need to aid their fellow man. We who were left in Chicago tried to help
first of its kincf in the Midw~st. it
in our own way, oy voicing our protests in the form of a petition to the
was announced by Yousuf A.
Attorney General's office. For the first time in the history of this colChamoun, president of Internationlege, we students took a stand on an issue that took place outside of our
al Festivals, on eluding negotiaglass walls.
tions.
Out of the Selma crisis grew the Civil Rights Organization, dedicated
to keeping students interested in looking out through those glass walls
International Festivals stages
and seeing that they could play an important role in defending those
major cultural events in the USA
freedoms insured by the constiiution of the United States. We grew from
and abroad. The Guitar Festival is
a group of ten students to a body of 120 members, including faculty and
planned for June 10, 11 and 12, 1966
administration. Our primary aim was and is to challenge students to
for devotees and players of guitar
think about civil rights, by use of films , speakers, and discussion groups.
and other music for fretted instruTo those students who already felt the need to do something positive,
ments.
we gave information as to what specifically they could do - the fight
To participate in auditions for
against lead poisoning, against slums, and the manner in which they
the Festival, contact Herman J.
cowd make their voices heard on issues which meant the most to them.
Berlandt, Program Director. BerNever did we act in such a way as would cast a bad reflection upon
landt emphasizes that both amathis school.
·
teur and professional guitar playfhe anniversary of our first year as an organization will be marked
ers will find opportunities to pernext month. On February Jl , an anniversary gift was given to the Civil
form,
since a "marathon-type"
Rights Organization and to the whole college. This gift will have the
hootenanny is planned for the Feseffect of rehanging a curtain of indifference around this college which News for .a New Column
tival during the daytime and early
will once again keep students from looking out. The Student Activities
evenings, at which over 200 guiDenise
Kelley,
long
time
Interim
cover
such
topics
as
marriages,
Finance Board presented this gift to the school in the form of a denial
Jf funds to the Civil Rights Organization, an act which will make it im- staff member and most recently engagements, participation in con- tarists will introduce original numwriter of the column "From the ·certs, plays, and anything else that bers or individual styles. There
possible for this organization to function in the future
Deans'
Office . . . '' is beginning students or administration are do- will be awards in both amateur
The purpose of the Finance Board is to allocate· to each student
a n d professional classifications.
ing outside of school.
organization on campus a share of the Activities fees which each stu- her newest Interim assignment.
Top performers will compete in
Denise
can
be
contacted
in
the
Denise's
column
has
been
indent pays every semester. It ie not a question of not having enough
all categories at the late evening
Interim
office
or
by
leaving
a
note
creased
to
include
coverage
of
exmoney to supply each organization's needs, for there will probably be
concerts.
an excess of money left over in this fund at tlie end of the semester. tracurricular activities of students for her on the note board in front
The Finance Board, made up of teachers plus a majority of students and administration. Denise will of the lunchroom.
(both Senate members and students-at-large) decided not to give money i-----------------------------l Besides the better known styles
to any campus organization which is affiliated to a religious sect (such
r,-,
of classic, flamenco, folk, blue
~s the Newman Club) or a political group (such as the Young RepubUUCU
.I_
grass , jazz and rock-and-roll, inbeans and Young Democrats ) Also, the individuaf members of the
struments such as the Old English
Finance Board had unofficially decided that the Civil Rights Organizalute, th e native American dulcimtion is a political group because it had backed Dr. Martin Luther King's
er ," the Greek bizouke, the Arabic
drive to improve Chicago Public Schools this summer.
oud, the Russian balalaika, the
As Co-ordinators of the c. R. o., we, Candy Dawson and Marilyn
'Evanston, Ill. (IP)-A simple de- to be made available in 1967. The Italian mandolin , the Japanese
Fogel, went to the Finance Board meeting to plead our case. We feel vice that will tel !the counsel,ar in price will probably be under $50.00. Koto, the Indian sitar, and other
that we made it quite clear that we have not in the past and would not a few minutes which of 2,160 uniethnic instruments, will be heard.
T
11
d · ·
l
"Our hope," said B. Claude Main the future support any political group or any person engaged in po- versi ies, co eges, an Jumor co - this, professor of education and
The Guitar Festival aims to
litical activities. It was ~uite obvious that our arguments were to no leges beS t fit th e st udent's requirefamiliarize the growing numbers
avail and it was voted that the C. R. 0. should get no money.
ments is now being rleveloped at psychology a nd assiS t ant dean of of American gu1·tar enthusi·asts
Th d . l f f d t th CR O h
.
Northwstetn University.
the Graduate School at Northweste ema o un s o e . . . as stifled the growth of every
ern, who is the principal investi- with the full scope of fretted instudent at this campus, for even if you do not agree with us we are the
Called the College Suggestor, the gator for the College Suggestor, "is struments and their universal use
only organization which gives you the opportunity to disag;ee. We, the device is being developed here un- that the use of the device will en- and acclaim throughout the world.
C.R.O., ask you to join with us in fighting this injustice and in once der a $55,077 grant from the U. S. courage counselors to examine col- All who are interested in the Fesagain raising the spirit of truth and critical thinking which this organi- Office of Education and in coopera- leges from the standpoint of multi- tival are requested to contact Inzation began. The very life blood of this college is at stake. It is our tion with the Educational Testing pie characteristics rather than from ternational Festivals at their new
responsibility to protect it!
Service. Plans call for a prototype the usual approach of only a few ." headquarters at 6001 N. Clark, ChiSincerely,
of the College Suggestor to be comcago, or call 743-2621 for related
Marilyn Fogel and Candy Dawson,
pleted this winter and to be tested
The College Suggestor will in- information.
Co-ordinators, Civil Rights Organization in 1966, and for production models crease the stu/ent's choice of char_________________.:...__;__ __::::..._.:.__~:;_=.:..:.:...i..:::::....::.:...:.:..!....::::.::...:.::.::.....:::..::...::..::.::..:..:.:=-=:.:..:=-. acteristics from the usual three or Similar Guitar Festivals are set

Wanted!!

E',,J
f•
•
lOna / es f tng
Serv,·ce Planned

Review Functions on General Education

Cambridge, Mass.-(!. P.)-To
encourage imaginative teaching, a
Harvard committee of seniQr faculty members proposes new incentives for faculty members who· devise and teach these courses addressed to non-specialists, as well
as for the students who take them.
--------------,

St udentArtExhibitContinued from Page

C

1)

would not be able to," says Rich.
However, " I'd like to see _a good
visual or audio-visual section or
class on the undergraduate level
which would help to advance those
people interested." Continuing in
sound suggestion, Rich believes
"it should include both the techni•
cal aspects of it as well as appreciating lt."
In his own extensive work, Rich
stresses the "necessity of 'totality'
of a picture, the unity of a picture
achieved by composition, lighting,
use of contrast, and so forth."
Edified by the work of Richard
Prey and his successful peers, the
Interim again urges other ITCC-N
students to benefit from this example of independant initiative and
drive.
Pa& Brleschke

The committee's report, subject
of extensive faculty discussion
during the past year, states, "the
tradition of the libera! arts was
never more needed than now. The
prospect of a society of specialists, each entensely proficient in
his own technically defined area ,
but each intensely aware of his relationship to other specialists or to
society at large, strikes Us as repugnant in the extreme."
The function of General Education at Harvard, the committee explained, is different from a student's "concentration," which gives
him "a special competence and a
sense of mastery over some par:
ticular area and method of know•
ledge.,,

four to a possible 220. Mathis said
that by the time the device is put
into production, it may offer as
him a sense of the relationship of many as 300 to 350 characteristics.
his specialization to the general
range of human knowledge."
The College Suggestor utilizes the
To assure the central role of techniques of optical coincidence,
General Education in Harvard Col- which has previously not been used
lege, the report calls for a power- for this purpose, according to Maful "working" Committee on Gen- this. The device consists of plastic
eral Education. It would be "a e:ards the size of a sheet of typing
major instrument by which the paper. Each card represents a sinCollege insures that all its students gle characteristic or category such
can experience the unremitting and as "tuition under $1,000."
disciplined search for knowledge
When a specific college has the
that goes on outside their chosen characteristic represented by the
fields."
card, there is a clear space on the

for the New York area at Grossinger's Hotel in September, and
for Miami Beach at the Deauville
Hotel in July. Mr. Chamon is presently in Mexico City negotiating
with the University of Mexico to
hold a world-wide Guitar Festival
on the University grounds sometime in December.
characteristic, the space is opaque.
To retrieve data from the College
Suggestor, individual cards representing the desired characteristics
are selected from the pack of 220
cards. These are superimposed one
on the other. Where spaces on the

I twould oversee all non-depart- card at that college's permanent
(Continued on Page 8)
mental issues in the College : not position. If it does not have the
only General Education, but also
Advanced Standing, Sophomore
Standing, Freshman Seminars, foreign language requirements, and
General Education "is concerned the like.
with the student as an individual,
ensuring that he has a balanced
T h e committee recommended
grasp of the different areas and that the departments accept the
methods of knowledge," the com(Continued on Page 8)
mittee's report continued. "It is
concerned with the student as a
citizen conveying to him the broad
historical but also technical materials he needs to become a more
informed member of society.
Wally Kemp steps out of his low ITCC-Ners the fine points
"It is even concerned with the
role in The New Colony Six of how not to shoot a game
student as a specialist in the sense
momentarily
to show his fel- of pool.
that it should endeavor to give _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___a

i--------------

WHAT'S
HAPPENING
MARCH 19?

Wednesday, March 2, 1966

The

Editorials

Congratulations
Dr. Sac·hs

Pa,e 'ftlree

INTERIM

Letters to the Editor
Pooped
Student
Protests

We can't begin to say how pleased we were at the appointment of
Dr. Sachs to President of Illinois Teachers College Chicago-Nonh. At Letters to the Editor
Oh, come now! Speaking as a
the ri.sk of being criticized fo1 the use of cliches, we can't help but say,
KGP student, I can't believe every
"it couldn't have happened to a nicer guy."
one of us is "suffering" in silence
The appointment of President Sachs makes the split between ITCC-N because she is afraid to complain!
and ITCC-S almost inevitable. Once this split finally occurs, several I'm not ecstatic because we're covchanges are almost certain to take place at this institution.
ering a lot of material which inWe spoke to Dr. Sachs shortly after his appointment and he was volves time and effort, and I'd get
a certain release through complainmost willing to discuss with us several of the changes which are tenta- ing-but what do I say? I'm certively scheduled to occur in the near future.
tainly not wasting time. I'm learnThis coming Fall, the college's scop~ will be broadened to include ing to prepare lessons and present
the training of secondary teachers. In 1967, the scope will become even them. And because it's the. "nature
broader as we change from a t~achers' college to a liberal arts college. of the beast" I need to ma):e
Along with this chang~, a change in the college's name would be im- pounds of manual and visual aids
in order to present an effective
perative.
·
lesson at those grade levels. I exAfter these . basic steps have been completed, expansion of the col- pect to keep and useall my materlege itself must take place. We caution our readers to remember that ials.
It would be wonderful to receive
these changes are tntative and may be altered.
more credit hours, and maybe
F. S.
s o m e people would prefer to
stretch the course over a longer
period of time. I feel the course is
worthwhile, and I'd rather "dig-in"
and get it over with. But wait At the February 17th meeting of the Student Senate, we were happy I'm not afraid to complain-here it
to see that at long last the Senate is beginning to correct the mess that is: "I'm pooped!"
was made of the Miss ITCC-N Pageant. Senator Al Gagnon's proposal
Lydia Erikson
to give Miss Hersh the gift certificate which was promised her was
agreed upon una~imously by the Senate.

It's About Time ...

The Indians
Were Not
Professional

have been helpful.
"Vulgar'' is the word that made
me boil. The Indians neither said
or did anything that was "vulgar."
A play that I saw at ITCC-N two
years ago was a lot more vulgar
as far as I'm concerned; but I
didn't send in a nasty letter for the
paper to print.
The Indian came to show what
he has learned from the white man
up to now. Do you think it was
easy for them to get up in front of
an audience and sing church songs,
dance and have their children on
display, when they knew that they
were on display, when they knew
that they were on exhibition as
tho' they were "freaks?'' The songs
that were sung about being cheated
by the government were true and
we know it. The Indian, (the Real
American), doesn't boycott, nor
does he cause sit-ins, still he is discriminated against worse than anyone in the U. S. Considering all the
counts against him, I think he put
on a very good American Indian
Revue.
Mr. and Mrs. L. Doerfler
Parents who are interested
in the school activities.

What Is A
Political
Organization?

In J'une of 1965 the organization
called the attention of students to ·
the fact that certain persons -were
being discriminated against by the
House Committee on Un-American
Activities when the Committee denied them the civil right guai'anteed by the Sixth Amendment to,
" ... enjoy the right ... to be confronted with the witness against
him (them)." Students were invited to picket the hearings in Chicago.
In October of 1965 the organization asked Mr. Al Raby to speak
to the students to inform them that
the State of Illinois, through the
Board of Education of the City of
C h i ca g o, was discriminating
against ghetto children by denying
them the equal protection of the
laws-guaranteed to them under
the Fourteenth Amendment. rt is
interesting to note that one day
later Dr. Kenneth B. Clark, a renowned authority on the psychology and the pathology of American
Negro ghettos, said to our all-college convocation, in conformation
of Mr .Raby, " . . . inferior education of ghetto schools spawns thousands of functional illiterates each
year."
I suggest that the Civil Rights
Organization is performing a vital
service on this campus.
I hope that the Student Fees
Committee will:
1. Define "political organizations."
2. Define. limits beyond which
student fees cannot be used for
political purposes.
3. Publish a list of the amounts
allocated to each campus activity.
(If we have only 2,000 full time students who pay $20 each trimester
this means this committee is responsible for allocating $40,000) .
4. Assure the students that they
are not opposed to civil rights.

Dear Editor:
We don't believe, however, that the Senate should stop here. What
about publici~y in the various Chicagoland newspapers? Each time that
The first meeting of the Student
other colleges elect Homecoming Queens or Popularity Queens, etc.,
Fees Committee on February 11,
they show their pride by giving a story to the various Chicago news- Dear Editor:
1966 denied the request of the Civil
papers. Here we have a girl who has a good chance of becoming the
We would like to call to your af- Rights Organization for funds on
next Miss America, and the newspapers have not yet been informed. tention the fact that the "American the basis that it is a "political orIndian Revue'' was not presented ganization."
We can't think of anyone we would rather have as our representaThe Civil Rights Organization is
to entertain you, or yiur reviewer,
tive in the Miss America Pageant than J anice Hersh. We hope that the
or the student body of this school, a chartered, active campus or.ganipresent Student Senate will continue to straighten out the sorry mess
zation, which, according to the Stuor those who attended.
which was made of the Miss ITCC- Pageant. In our opinion the only
Our purpose in sponsoring the dent Handbook of our college, was
good outcome of the entire Pageant was that Janice Hersh was chosen
show, which was an amateur per- formed during the crisis in Selma,
Miss ITCC-N.
formance planned and executed by Alabama, and has as its purpose to
Sincerely
the people of the American Indian help alleviate prejudice and disJoseph M. Barthel
Center, was to raise money for the crimination.
Center. As you may have h e a r d , r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - the Center is badly in need of
funds at the present time, to pay
off debts and to continue operating.
by Pat Brieschke
We are very proud of the success
One would think that a college institution would be thrilled, or at the
of our efforts: we raised $580,{JO.
Recent inquiries have been made by interested students about how all of which was turned over to the minimum merely willing, to boast of it~ lofty achievements. Never question the humility of ITC!
the $20 activity fee they contribute each trimester is being used. In the Indian Center.
The past few months have brought about the development of an
Perhaps
at
some
future
time
we
next issue of INTERIM, the ;imounts allocated to various clubs and orinexplicable phenomena in the "laboratories" above the cafeteria. In
will
sponsor
a
program
of
enterganizations as well as funds ~pent for student activities of various
tainment for the school. In such a the confines of the carrells lies rich substance for observation. (I believe
kinds will be published.
case, we will most certainly strive they're called "students.")
Most interesting and spectacular sounds and noises trickle and boom
The Student Fees Allocation Committee has kindly consented to to achieve the excellence which is
release these figures for the September and January trimesters in order characteristic of the efforts of the from the tiny milieu, causing one to wonder what idiosyncratic types of
other organizations on this campus. scientific processes occur in the carrells ! How wondrous and fascinating
to give our students an ida as to how these funds are being utilized.
is that seen with the naked eye; oh, to carry a microscope and be able
Cordially yours,
In the near future, it is conceivable that money in this fund will
Sarah Diane Smith to view the glorious microcosmic actions of the subjects!
be used to furnish a student union ·building. All of this money is used
Anyone indigent of material for a thesis can expect to meet with
for ANTHROPOS
meaty and succulent matter for the study of quite complicated biological
for the benefit of students and is dispersed by a committee comprised
processes. The subjects come with the true scientific spirit of the 21st
of 6 students and 3 faculty members. Who has received money thus
century, complete with controls (subjects who use the carrells as tools
far will be a matter of public record in the next issue of INTERIM.
in intellectual pursuit) and variables (subjects motivated by light, temTo the Editor:
B.L.
perature, and willingness)!
Reading Pat's article on the
Perhaps we should initiate a campaign to dedicate the sequests of
American Indian Revue, literally biological activity above the cafeteria to the physical science departmade me sick. I have never reafl ment. Keeping them under constant observation and experimentation
such an insulting, degrading and would certainly add to the spirit of science, giving ITC cause to boast
thoughtless article in a school pa- of such lofty achievements.
per. I just hope that the Indian
Center doesn't get to see that article, because I'd feel terribly embarrased for all of us that saw the
show.
First of an, I guess, Pat was expecting a Hollywood Production ILLINOIS TEACHERS COLLEGE CIDCAGO-(NORTB)
MEMBER
when she saw the show. Perhaps Vol. 14 - No. 4
Wednesday, March 2, 1966
she didn't hear the narrator explain at the beginning of the show The Interim Is publlshed bl-weekly at Illinois Teachers College - Chicago (North), 5500
that these were not professional N. St. Louis Ave .. Chicago 25, Ill. Letters to the editor must be signed. We reserve the
right lo condense letters when necessarv. All published oplnjQns are those of the Interim
show people; but were just there editorial staff and do not necessarily reflect the official views of the college,
tc, show what they have learned
Editor
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . • • . . . . . . . . • . . . Frank Sesko
from us and· to show us a few of Assistant
Editor
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Barbara Lofgren
Columnists
.
Denise
Kelley, Bob Delaney, Pat Briechke, Har ry Rossi
their dances.
Feature Writers
Cathy Hammock, Charlotte Frost, Joanne Suvanto, Diana Locallo
Cichelle Abman, Marilvn Bocimino. Frank Coll ins, Marv eJan Del Clello,
_ Secondly the school did nothing Rep0rters
Pat Dempsey, Sandra Gordon, John Hansen, Don Kelly, Lindo Koser, Vicki
to help put the show across. The
Logan, Pat Lupe. Terr i Mascolo, Fredene Pecchla, Linda Strempek, Ray
Warzecha,
Marv Zurad
Chief stood talking in the dark, Office Managers .
. . . Vicki Logan, Helen Wlsl lnsk l
Ulrich Vodln, Annette Pulizze, Richard Prey
U1e microphone wasn;t set up prop- Cartoonists
,>hot011rapher . . . . . . . • . ...
. . . . . . . . . ... . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . Helen Wlsllnskl
erly, and a little scenery would S-.sor
.E. M. LI__,

What about the
Activity Fee?

A 'Pat' Opinion

She Agrees
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Student Teaching Evaluated

FACULTY SKETCH

Is Preparation Adequate?

Dr. Hammond

At first glance he appears very
serious, but if you look closely you
can see the beginnings of a smile
on his face. And a smile is usually
what one sees OD Dr. Carl Hamthe subjects being taught in the
m on d. Whether talking about
elementary school?"
school, students, his· family or
Do you feel you are adjusting to
European history he can usually
the class and they to you?
tell you at least one amusing anec"Yes. I'm more at ease with
dote or tale.
them. I think they're beginning to
Talking with Dr. Hammond
realize that I'm their teacher and
leaves one with the impression that
I will be giving them a grade in
he enjoys life. This is especially
the subject area I am teaching."
true in his role as a history teachDo you en)O·y student-teaching?
er• "I enjoy teaching a nd enjoy
history. History has become total
"I have mixed feelings about it,
to me." And anyone who has had
personally. It's an experience I
him for a teacher can attest to the
won't forget. I enjoy the classes
vast amount of knowledge he has
and I wish it would have come earin his field. Dr. _Hammond received
lier. The principal and the teachhis 13achelors, Masters and Doctors
ers are all helpful. It's like a team
degrees from Indiana University.
-that feeling has to be there.
Before coming to ITCC-N he taught
We're all there for one purposein Flint, Michigan and in Arkanto educate those children. I wish
sas.
T could be there all day so that the
When we visited his office last
class could know me and I know
week we found him carefully placthem better."
ing his bowling ball in the sunlight
Is there an experience which you
to "warm up." When asked about
would like to share with us?
Out of 138 names it had to happen! And not once but twice. Two his bowling average he chuckled
There was a boy in my class names were, we sadly discovered, misspelled. Mr. Gordon's name was and said, "Oho no, we won't go in
with whom I was having trouble. spelled Go rd an, a nd Miss Isaac's name dropped one a and picked up to that." As a member of the SandHe wouldn't keep quiet while I was an ·s somewhere, so th at it read Issac. Our apologies for these errors. pipers, a team with "tremendous
giving a lesson. He would walk One bonus to compensate, Mr. Mann's name appeared in three places. potential," on the faculty bowling
. hout permis• It was only supposed to appear once.
Ieague he bowIs wi·th Dean GoId around the room wit
sion. This has been going on about
Credit or at least an honorable mention must go to Mrs. Ik:enn of berg, Miss Prueske an dMr. Gallifive or six weeks. Yesterday he the Activities Office. After hours of diligent work she has succeeded in van. The team enjoyed the spotasked me if he could stay in for csmpleting the Maze. It is now hanging proudly on her office bulletin light of first place for a while but
recess and if I would help him board. Kudos to her and any others who completed this puzzle. For have sadly slipped down. Speaking
with his arithmetic. After recess thsse who gave up in despair _ here are the answers.
about his own average, Dr.ffHamb
when I gave him the lesson he was.._____________________________ mond said it had leveled o ; ut
,..
d "ded
perfectly quiet and contributed to
on further thought he eci
the class discussion-raised his
"My average isn't even at a plathand-and this happened agaip toeau, it's more like in a valley."
day. To me this is an indication
Like any typical husband who
that he has adjusted to my preshas been married longer than ten
ence in the classroom."
years, a pencil and paper were nee"The
Teachers
College
is
unique
group
discussions
an
ony
and
all
Are there student-teachers who
agree or disagree with the respon. because it is not only training the subjects.
ses? Are there students who have student in the liberal arts but it is She said, "I- think that there is a
questions for this or the next stu- training to teach children, which need for intellectual climate that
requires a special curriculum-just will allow and encourage students
dent-teacher? "Stand up and be
as
I feel that !eachers are a spec- to engage in crt!ative thinking and
counted," then bring them up to
the Interim office.
,
ial type of people. They are adults lo put to use what they learn here
who still retain a 'childness' in and to relate it with their own perJoanne Suvento
_____________
_ them. There is a sense of beauty
sonal experiences."
if you are able to do that."
Nineteen-year-old Candy is an
Candy feels strongly that "col- English-Literature major, and is
lege is the place to discover your- in her sixth semester. She graduself," that there is a "need for ated from Hirsch High School in
students to explore," and that 1963. Last year she worked as a
Dr. Hammond
"Holy Laser Beam! " . . . run, there should be " 'creative dia- hostess in the "Illlnois Pavillion"
do not walk, to see "The Silen- logue.' "
at the World's Fair. She is co-or- essary to answer the question,
cers." Dean Martin ( as Matt She feels as deeply about a per- dinator of the Civil Rights Organi- . "How long have you been marHelm ) out-bats Batman in the feat son as an individual, as a student, zation, does volunteer work for a ried?'' After a quick calculation.
department, and out-bonds Bond or as a teacher. I have random Progress Center, is a member of ''because I had better get this
in the girl department!
right," he answered, "18 years."
Matt Helm, agent for ICE (InHe has four children, 2 girls and 2
telligence Counter Espionage) is
boys, ages 7, 9, 14 and 16. He has
pitted against the "BIG 0" Organhopes that they will all be history
majors. They don't think so now
ization. He must thwart their evil
but "I'm quietly working on Thefn."
plot of an international nuclear exAh his home in Skokie he can
plosion (made easier for " BIG 0 '.'
usually be found in front of the TV
by a defecting U. S. physicist.
set if there are any sports proHelm's race against the countdown
is interwoven throughout with his
grams on. "I'm an avid fan of
sports, especially track. At college
opulent living and creature comI r an track myself."
forts.
He likes big cities as long as "I
Sharp dialogue, flamboyant setdon't have to live in them.'' He
tings and breath-taking scenery
came from New Jersey, likes liv(both kinds), contribute to a fasting near Chicago, and thinks
moving plot. From a mad-chase
ITCC-N is a good school. He is esvia autos, Helm plunges into unpecially pleased with the history
derground · labyrinths. Ingenious
e;ourses
here. If you have any
weapons counteract laser beams.
questions
about European history,
Danger and romance comes in
L-R: Candy Dawson, Joanne Suvato.
one man to see is Dr. Hammond.
many disguises in each encounter
with the fabulous "Slaygirls." In a quotations to emphasize this point to have speakers on current news If you can't find him in his office
suspense filled, split-second finish , which are from an exceptionally topics as well as continuing the you will probably find him in the
Helm foils the sinister plot, liquid- interesting interview. "Students Alpha Kappa Alpha and the South- hallways or in the coffee shop, with
are truley the beacons of a democ- ern Christian Leadership Confer- pipe in hand, (he recently traded
ates "BIG 0," and gets the girl.
racy ; they believe in it most firm- ence. She plans to attend the Uni- in his cigarettes for a pipe). If you
"Silencers" is sophisticated, highly. I have a tremendous affection versity of Chicago for her Masters stop and talk with bim you'll distempo entertainment. It _not only
for students here and for students Degree and would like to teach cover a warm friendly man who
pokes fun at the entire secret agent
everywhere. Teachers have an ex- English-Literature at the college enjoys life and finds much to laugh
syndrome, but also at the affluent
tremely important role because ievel.
&bout.
society itself. All-around g o o d
they are :the only link between the
Joanne
Suvanto
Vicki Logan
workmanship, talented co-starring
family and society."
(Stella Stevens), and great punchlihes, make "Silencers" exciting,
Perhaps you have attended or
8
worthwhile entertainment.
heard of the "Happenings," which
were Candy's idea. She is planning .__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____
Charlotte Frost

Our student teacher is Rose Marie Carone who teaches sixth and
seventh grade at Jahn School. The interview. again is of a questionresponse nature.
Do you know how or on what basis
you are selected to teach in a particular school?

"As far as I know It's strictly
arbitrary. I don't know of any system by which the student teachers
are assigned."
Did you ask for a particular grade
level?

°

"N th t
· ed t
b
o, a was assign
me Y
the principal of the school. I didn't
have any choice. Some schools do;
it depends on the principal."
Do you know how you are graded?
"There are three grades : the
principals, the critic teachers,
(the supervisory teacher at the
school) and the supervisory teacher at the college. The grade is
based on written work, (lesson
plans and units) discipline in class,
and content-how much they are
learning."
Do you feel one semester of sta. dent-teaching is enough experience
before teaching?
In your opinion, bow long should
it be?
"Two semesters would be better
because you're just beginning to
get involved (in the one semester
plan) and then you have to end
and leave things hanging.,.
Do you feel the curriculum course
is adequate preparation?
"No, 'definitely not. The course
as I underst a nd it, is a me th ods
course. There are five teachers,
one for each subject area a nd one
lecturer. 1 did not learn meth ods
other than in social studies and
math. I feel that the teachers who
are teaching the methods courses
are not doing an adequate job. In
many courses you could get the
same amount of knowledge from a
book and not attend a single class.
In one course, language arts, the
work was 'busy work,' reading and
summarizing articles. There was
too much lecturing and not enough
discussion. In language arts , there
was not enough emphasis on teaching reading and this is where the
problem lies in elementary schools
-the kids can't read."
How would you like to see the curriculum course changed?

"More methods, actual teaching
of methods. I think observing in a
classroom should come much earlier in curriculum so there would
be some idea of what is involved.
There should also be more credit
hours for the time spent in class."
Have you had previous experience
working with children'!

"I did some work tutoring at
Deborah Boys Club and some individual tutoring?"
Did you feel sufficiently prepared
upon entering the classroom?

"No. I didn't feel I was prepared
for it. The courses at the college
are structured in such a way that
it involves memorization and regurgitation. When the teacher gets
up in front of a class she cannot
regurgitate what she has memorized. She has to present it at a
level of understanding of the child
in the classroom. I didn't feel that
I was prepared to approach or
stand in front of a class. It's different in college because you talk
in front of yours peers. I felt that
there was a bit too much emphasis on teaching in 'inner city.' I
feel that it is worthwhile and realistic but also that there should be
more emphasis on teaching outside
of the 'inner city.' A thought that
just came to me now: why couldn't
the subject matter be geared '8

STUDENT SKETCH

Candy Dawson

MOVIE REVIEW

'The Silencers'

jf
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BOOK REVIEW
'THE DIVINE MILIFU'

He saw the light while in the
front lines, where the newly-ordained Jesuit spent five years
from the outbreak of World War
I until its end as "soldier-prieststretcher-bearer." From the moment of recognition, Chardin's modern mind and imagination, his
journey of mind and soul and spirit have had a tremendous impact
en the spirituality of the 21st Century.
Tingling with a keen awareness
of a special mission, Chardin wrote
in 1918:
"At the moment, the Church,
or rather its adminfstralors,
have no understanding of what
real life is. To do my small
part to create in her a move•
ment towards progress, would
seem to me an excellent use
of the period that's just beginning."

From a beautiful emerging evolved
an entrepot of intense intellectual
and spiritual writings, including
THE DIVINE MILIEU.

Chardin's life was an attempt at
reconciliation of the Great God and
the Great Matter. He lived in the
gargantuan chasm of unconcern
until his vitality monopolized him ;
then, upon involving himself in the
eternal question and the perpetual
conflict, he began answering the
impossible: "Which of the two is to
make itself more nobly adoredGod or the World?"
Some Christians repress their
taste for the tangible, centering
their interest exclusively on religious objects, attempting to exist
in a "divine" world. Harassed by
the hampering conflict, others will
entirely reject spiritual counsels,
abandoning any attempt at understanding_ The former is a fanatic,

Curriculum
Assessment

Underway
by Jeanne Cambora

Now is your chance to do something about the curriculum in your
school without sticking your neck
out. The curriculum Assessment
Committee of the Senate is mailing a questionaire to all students
concerning general and major
areas of curriculum . After the
questionaires are returned they
will be evaluated and then presented to the Dean and the department
heads in booklet form . In this way
the opinions of the students will be
considered in the formation of the
new curriculum. We urge you to
spend five minutes to fill out this
form which can result in years of
satisfaction .

the latter an incomplete, imperfect being, never giving himself
·wholly to anything, God or the
world.
THE DIVINE MILIEU is an attempt at reconciliation of odious
inconsistency. Christianity aims,
as pointed out by the soldier-priest,
not to produce a "distorted, disgusted or divided" individual.
Rather, it works at making an individual see how, without making
the slightest concession to "nature"-but with a desire for greater perfection-he can reconcile,
motivated by mutual love of God
and a healthy love of the world.
Needing greater vertical mol;,ility in out thinking in order to settle the disturbance of order of the
dragon-toothed struggle, we should
not hesitate to lose ourselves in the

intellectua nd spiritual crevices
of THE DIVINE MILIEU. For,
how else does one find himself but
through total abandonment. "At
the heart of our universe," believes Chardin, "each soul exists
for God, in Our Lord." With our
primitive heart's love of this pagan
world we sometimes forget, neglect, or deny this. Finding this
world infinitely · thrilling and exciting himself, Chardin tries to share
his own reconciliation to the conflict of God and Matter. (And the
poetry of his revelation is magnificent!)
The breathing fetus of Christianity is taking form in the womb of
great ecumenical dialogue and in
magnanimous spiritual works such
as THE DIVINE MILIEU.
Pat Brieschke

,--------------------------------1

New Service Announced

ACROSS
1. Go away!
5. Skllled
10. In one's ear,
rebuff
24. Welt
15. Of the sun
16. Jal 17. Region
18. Flaky
19. Shay
20. Roosts
22. Knocks against
23. Demonstrative
2-4. Festive
25. Being (Latin)
27. Food scrap
28. Mast

46.
48.
-49.
51.
53.

Pound
Rolls
Large birds
Pretentlon, sham
Arachnids
56. Continent
57. Gladden , please
60. Malevolent
61. Shelter
62. Hepatic organ
63. Captain, (In Lit. )
6-4. Wise
65. Ooze
66 . Ash
1. Trade

DOWN

12 Famous wild west name
13. Isles
21 . Pronoun
22. Farm bulldlngs
2-4. Team members
76. Hearing organ
28 . Resort
29. Dance step
30. Pismire
32. Small mound
3-4. Wise bird
35. llorn
:it. Hag

39. Priest's robe
-42. Teach
"'4. PUPIi

-47. Friend (Fr. )

2. Tend
41. Take along
Beginning March 3rd, a new ser- 4. Anyone losing a claim check
vice will be offered in the checkmust allow at least a half-hour ~1: ~~e person
!: ~~i:tors
;'?'-: ~~lyunsaturates
for satisfactory identification of 37. Kitchen utensil
5. Valuations
~32: ~~~~
room located in the lower level be38. oats, wheat. corn
6. M.D.s
property
by
attendants.
..w.
Cyst
7.
High
note
5". Hoar frost
low the north dining hall. Please
-41 . To the rear (naut.)
8. Chum
55. Blackthorn berrv
observe the following regulations 5. A "Lost and Found" service is "3. Deer
9. Attempt
57. Rapid transit
t ,4,4 Winter vehicle
10. Teachers
~- Mendacity
for maximum convenience, effimaintained by checkroom a - "5. Period
11. s. A. animal
59. Salutatlon
ciency, and security.
·
tendants. If you lose a claim
Answers Next Issue
check, report the loss in thel--,-N-3--9-8_3_8___....:..:::.::..::.::.:..:::.......:..;=::........:::==-----M-a-n-i-cu-ri-n-g~1. The checkroom service will be
checkroom promptly. If you find
in operation between 8 a.m. and
one, please return it to the check5 p.m. Monday through Friday
room to help a fellow student
(except for special occasions) .
reclaim his property.
The College cannot assume ac6.
All
property must be reclaimed
countability, but makes every
by
5
p. m. at which time the
6111 N. LINCOLN AVE.
practicable effort during these
rheckroom will be closed and
hours to assure that your belongleft unattended. Please return all
ings remain undisturbed.
cl aim checks before 5 p.m., tak2. A pair of claim checks will be
ing your belongings with you or
issued at the gate of the checkusing the cloak alcoves adjacent
room; one to be left with your
to your classroom for evening
property on the correspondingor Saturday sessions.
Mr. Sam
Appointments if desired
ly numbered rack; the other to
be held for re-admission to the
checkroom and to reclaim your ,
belongings.

LIN-COLN VILLAGE BARBER SHOP

4½ Barbers

3. To reclaim your property, please
show your claim check upon entering the checkroom, and return the pair of checks upon
leaving.

r.=============:::;i

POT
POURRI
COMING
~=============:-:

VOLKSWAGEN - GLENLAKE
Two great names for a never-failing course in economics
VWs WITH EXPERl,ENCE

'54's to '65's
Pa rts and Labor Guaranteed 100%
for 30 Days

SALES • SERVICE • PARTS
Special Conside ration To Students
Bring Yo ur ID Card

PATRONIZE
OUR
ADVERTISERS
L::=====::;:=======~

Al THE

TAW
L.A8oRfl'l'Oftr!

Ht: WH•ELS
f: THE~

'tSft .

VltflY ni,#i
& fl'4NK TO
,,.,,. S~lt. All
~p.\ I
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CLUB NEWS

SPORTS
L .I ·F E

Fraternity
by Mary Del Ciello

By now you must have seen at
least some of the "It's Coming"
signs that have been posted around
the school. Well, it's true - it is
coming! On March 19, 1966 Sigma
Kappa Epsilon will present its
Fourth Annual Sweetheart Dance.
It is the biggest social event of the
year for the school and by all indications, promises to be the largset dance ever held by the fraternity.
The semi-formal dance will be
held at the beautiful new Villa Venice, located at 2855 Milwaukee
Ave. in Northbrook, Illinois. A 15
piece orchestra featuring Sonny
P&ge, will play from 9 p. m. until
12 and then a 4 piece combo will
take over for music on the lighter
side which will last until the wee
hours of the morning.
The highlight of the evening will
occur when the fraternity names
its new Sweetheart. A personal invitation from the fraternity to all

\

Joyce Bryntesen brought Cinderella to life in the recent

Sorority

the single girls in the school has
been sent, inviting them to enter
the contest which is being held for
the selection of the Sweetheart of
Sigma Kappa Epsilon. All of the
entries will meet each other and
the fraternity brothers on March
IO. The finalists will be chosen and
announced on March 17 and the
queen and her court will be announced at the dance.
As Vice President, Joe Cosenza
said, "It is not a convential popularity or beauty contest. It is a
contest of personality. We are looking for THE girl we can consider
our sister and the Sweetheart of
Sigma Kappa Epsilon."
The bids for the dance can be
obtained f r o m any fraternity
brother. Make plans now to attend
the dance and get set for a real
great ev.ening.

Red Cross

Stage Players
The next Stageplayers' production is to be the stage version of
My Sister Eileen entitled Wonderful Town. It will be directed by
Charles W. Whitcomb, and will occur in June or September. There
will be from ten to fifteen significant characters in this musical,
and a chorus of about twenty. The
play being a musical, an orchestra
will be needed and open tryouts
will be held probably in midMarch for the orchestra members.

Barbara Biron, Sigma Kappa
Epsilon's Sweetheart of 1965.

production of the Stage Players.

First of all, the sisters of Lambda Sigma Alpha want to thank the
entire student body for their avid
co-operation in our recent candy
sale. It was a huge success and it
was made possible by you. Again,
thank you.

The ITCC-N Service Club of the
American Red Cross wishes to correct an error which appeared in
the last issue of the Interim.
The members are planning to
entertain hospitalized service ,men,
many of whom have come back
from service in the Viet Nam area,
but they are going to the Naval
Hospital at Great Lakes rather
than Hines Hospital in Maywood.

by HaITy Rossi

SPORTS SHORTS - Did you know that Mr. Gerald Butler was a
small college basketball All-American at Texas College?
For all of you sports minded women, word has it that cheerleading
tryouts will be held sometime during the first week in April.
All varsity candidates tor t~nis or golf are asked to see Mr. Kane
.15 soon as possible.
The Physical Education Staff would like to extend its congratulations
to Mr. Butler and the Basketball team for a very interesting, season.
Is it true that the Physical Education Office is being expanded to
make room for two new fac uity members?
The record of the I.T.C.C.N. Golden Eagles at the time of this
writing is 7 wins and 7 losses. Now this may not seem on the whole to
be very impressive, but let's analyze this record. First of all some
of the obstacles this team has had· to hurdle are: 1. This is the first
year our school has had any kind of intercollegiate team; 2. Eight players out of the fifteen member team were declared scholastically ineligible midway through the season. This meant that an entirely new nucleus had to be taught to pb.y as a team in a very short time; 3, The
majority of players on this team have had little or no experience playing high school or college basketball; 4. The team as a whole lacks
height.
Despite this seemingly negative picture that I have drawn, the
Golden Eagles have kept their spirit high and for the most part have
played fundamentally sound basketball. One of the chief reasons for
the Golden Eagles success has boon the dynamic coaching of Mr. Gerald
Butler who has worked very hard in whipping the Golden Eagles into
a fighting unit. I'm sure the student body and the faculty members join
me in congratulating Mr. Butler for a job well done. In closing, my
colleague, Ron Sokulski has asked be to mention his name in the column,
so there it is Ron!

Members and friends will meet
in the "A" Lounge at 6:00 on Wednesday, March 2, and will be taken to the Naval Hospital by a station wagon supplied by the Red
Cross. Th~y will be brought back
to the school between 9: 15 and
9:45.

Look for Posters on the bulletin
boards, and you who are interested
in joining us in this effort to do our
bit to help with the Viet Nam
struggle, sign your names on the
sheets supplied and we'll be
watching for you in the "A"
April 1 will be more than April
Lounge on l',1arch 2.
Fool's Day . It is the day L.S.A.
will hold their annual Penny Carnival in the A Lounge. Games
of skill and drawings will be offered with many unique prizes. Students who are interestes in
Watch the bulletin boards for more starting a psychology club are

On February 15, L.S.A. had another get-together for the sisters
und the pledges, which was held at
Jeanette Krema's house. Approximately 50 girls attended and all
had a wonderful time.

Psychology Club

information as the big day draws asked to meet in room A115 on
Thursday, March 10, at 1 p. m.
near.

Shots like these resulted in
Concordia beating ITCC-N's

Thought for a Day
It is more from carelessness about truth
than from intentional lying that there is
so much falsehood in the world.

-Samuel Johnson to Jomes Boswell

Eagles.
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A Date for
43 cents?

EAGLES
CAN
FLY
ALONE
If any student were to stand at the gymnasium door any time between 4 and 6 p. m., he might hear some unfamiliar sounds. This student might hear the sound of many balls bouncing, the sound of 15 men
running on a wodden floor, the sound of balls bouncing off the rim or
the more pleasant sound of "swish" as a ball ripples the cords. Besides
theseinanfmate sounds he might occasionally hear the leader's voice
echoing things such as, " Daj gum it," "Are you tired, Rudy," "start
running , Steve," " Tough Kid!", "that Tony," "way ytyo hustle·, Georgie." This constructive criticism tempered with humor would be the
voice of our coach Mr. Butler. If you listen, closely you could probably
hear the occasional stop of the hands as a player is congratulated by
another for a nice shot or pms, comments such as "set it up," " play
No. 2," "Biggins, get the ice," "my legs are so cramped I can hardly
walk, much less run," "wonder why he took me out?" " I think I'm
going to vomit. "
If a student went inside and to the gym floor, he might see players
hurling a 1r..,edicine ball as each other, skipping rope, doing chin-ups,
running , or just bouncing around the gym like bunnies. He might see
an occasional player limp to the sidelines after a collision under the
boards or stop to see if he still had a foot only to see he only had his
toes cut and three of four blisters.
If this student remained until six or six thirty he might hear the
sighs of relief as coach said, " 0.K. men, fifteen free throws in a row
and then you can go."

As outsiders we might wonder why these goys go tlirough all this .
It could be that they enjoy the poverty that results from basketball

taking up their time which could be used in a part time job. It could
be that they're masochists and enjoy this rigorous physical punishment.
It could be that they think ther~ is a lot of status connected with being
on a school team. It could be that they like to play basketball and this
is the O'" ly time they could lind the gym open. It could be that they
have a , , •ird fascination for ten structures and leather covered balls.
These all seem quite ridiculous in light of the fact that there is more
than enough opportunity to play basketball outside of school without
going through all sweat and tears.
Could the reason conceivably be that these men are proud of their
school and its students, that they want to win for us, that they want to
set a precedent for the other inter-collegiate sports coming in the near
future, that they want to add excellence in extra-curricular activities
to the name of ITCC-N. If this is true, and it seems the only logical
answer, then why can't the student body show their team that we are
proud of them also ?

Weather
Word
Rain-lightning
Snow- No lightning

WHY?

Recently, someone asked me
why lightning did not occur during a
snowstorm. I must admit I was not
sure. I told him that I would r~
search the subject, and I did.
However , after reaching an impasse, I realized that I should consult an expert. I called Mr. Harry
Volkman · ( channel 5 television
weatherman) hoping he could solve
the problem. Leave it to an expert
meterorologist, he did. Below I
have summarized and simplified
his answer.
In essence Mr. Volkman said
that occasionally it will lightning
during a snowstorm ( have seen it
happen only a few times). Usually
this occurs during a very wet snow
in early spring or late fall. However, the reason it rarely happens
is because the clouds that develop
during winter snowstorms are basically developed horizontally , and
not vertically as in summer rain
clouds. The sfgnificance of this is
that vertically built cumulonimbus
rain clouds are more active than
layer (stratus ) snow clouds.

by Diane Locallo

How many? A game which has
plagued colleges and u·niversities for the past several years
has begun to take root at l'TCCN. It has taken on various
forms all over the country.
Aow many students can fit in
a telephone booth ? How many
studenst ca n fit in a Volkswa-

gen? etc. etc. Here at ITCC-N .
it has taken on a new and different variation. This variaion
is called; how many students
can fit into a "study" carrel.
The students pictured here
hold the self-acclaimed all time
high of sixteen.

1--------- - ---------------------1

F·1ve
dates.
Th ree dO11a rs ($3)
■,deal

J oin in the most advent urous experiment of our time. Operation M atch . Let the IBM 7090 Computer ( the world's most perfect
matchmaker ) stamp out blind dates for you.
Two H arvard juniors started it. 100,000 students have done it.
Now you and 3,400,000 college students in 1500 colleges in 50
cities can sign up and join in!
Just send us the coupon. We'll send you the Operation Match
Quantitative Personalit y Projection T est pronto!
Then return t he questionnaire with $3.00. What you're like
and what you like will be translated into our 7090's memory file.
It will scan the qualifications of every mem ber of the opposite sex
from this geographic area. Then it will select the five or more
matches best for you.
You'll receive your names, addresses and telephone numbers
within three weeks. You'll be what your date is looking for. Your
date will be what you are looking for. In other words: the matches
will be mutual.

Dating has come a long way
since the boy meets girl setup,
where he rolls his eyes and she
giggles while frantically choking
down a chocolate sundae. This arrangement has been nullified with
the birth of automation and computerized dating.
More specifically, while Operation Match, created by some enterprising and genius students of
Harvard and Yale, has spelled out
success for the rest of the nation,
how has it rated in this school.
All one must do to solve this
perplexing question, is to meander
down to the cafeteria and tune in
on some caddy but interesting
none-the-less discussions.
Bonnie Cowen, second trimester
student said, "I really hadn't taken the thing seriously. I mean,
how many six foot, 185 lbs. blueeyed blond, living dools are walking around? Bonnie incidentally,
was matched with a student of IIT
who in Bonnie's words is a "six
foot, 185 lb., blue-eyed blond, hving doll.,.
"Large complaints are from girl
students , said Marie Starsiak, sec-.
ond trimester freshmen, these
complaints stem from the fact that

I

•"""'!...
they have not been contacted from
boys on their list. This would be
eliminated by girls who would
take the initiative to write the fellows to show them your interest."
Bob Delaney
Marie has written to eight match's
out of her list of eleven and all
This friction and turbulence are
have responded.
Dear IBM 7090,
key factors to the discharging of
Other girls have originated the
I am 17 or over ( and 27 or under) and I want to help stamp
lightning. This agitation is rarely
idea of a party, precisely for the
out blind dates. So mail me my questionnaire. Quick!
matter of meeting uncontacted
present in the clouds of the winter
dates.
School
Name
season.
Boys seem to be more hesitant
If anyone ever has a question
State
Zip Code
City
about dating match girls\ After all
Address
about the weather, talk to me or
there's that matter of currency
write a letter to the editor, and I
which the guy must dish out every
will be glad to answer the most
date. "After two studs, as one guy
Com patabil ity Research , Inc.
interesting ones in my column.
put it, you kind of loose interest in
75 ·East Wacke r Drive. C hi cago, Illinois
the whole thing."
March is often a month of vioUpon being asked why he had
Jenee, and this March will be no - - - - - -- - - -.- -.- - ~ - -- - - - - - - - - - - - l taken part in the match experi.
t·
Th'
-11 b d t th grees to 32 degrees) will chill the
excep 10n
lS w1
e ue o .e
ment, Michael Fernstein, graduate
. t er ,s co ld , dry, and area from the 4th through the 6th.
f act th at · wm
student, replied, "For $3 you get
heavy air will not easily relinquish ( More heavy rain or snow (if
the names of at least five broads.
I h e a I re
its grip to the moist , lighter, and snow-4") will dampen the region
I got the names of seven girls for
between the 7th and 9th. Temper$.43 a piece."
milder air of spring. This temperatures will be close to freezing,
enjoy ou r
Most students agreed that it had
ature contrast usually creates but will turn colder near the end of
special student
been worth while and many who
weather of severe and highly un• the period.
rate
had not participated, wish to in
future match games. Aside from
predictable intensity.
Rather cold weather on the loth
the complaints and regrets, it
at all
The statistics for Mar ch 1966 fol- will give way to above normal
t imes
seems likely that computerized dattemperatures on the 11th, 12th, and
low :
ing is here to stay.
13th. The mercury , will rise above
for any college stuTemperatures : 38.0 degrees ( .9 de- 47 degrees on the warmest of these
dent presenting I.D.
grees above normal).
card at our box office
days.
<Continued from Page 1)
Precipitation : 3.lti" (normal) .
The crash of thunder may be

~---------------------------------------~-----------~

Operation Match

---------------------------------------------------~

C I

a rk

50'

FacultyConstitution-

Snow : 5"-10" (normal 6.3").
The following forecast covers the
period from March 2, through
March 15, 1966.

Rain or snow and near normal
temperatures will occur between
the 2nd and 3rd. If this precipitation comes solely as snow about
2'' will whiten our ground. Sunny
Strong up and down drafts, within vertical clouds, cause the rain- to partly sunny weather with cold
drops to be tossed and split up. temperatures (ranging from 22 de-

heard echoing around the city between the 14th and 15th of March.
Mild temperatures a n d rather
heavy rain will deluge the area.
Except temperatures above 50 degrees brought in by strong and
gusty winds. Colder weather will
follow the storm, and some light
snow may occur if the temperature falls low enough.
Jefferey Provus

•
•
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•
•
•

different double feature daily.
open 7:30 a.m.-la lte
show 3 a .m.
Sunday Film Guild
every Wed . and Fri.
is Lad ies Day-all gals
admitt ed for only 40c
little gal-lery for gal s
only
dark parking - 1 door
south
4 hri. 95c-.11fter 5 pm.

dart & madis• • fr 2-2143

the board was in keeping with the
regulations set forth by the senate.
The finance board refused funds
to C. R. 0 . on the basis that it is
a political organization.
Candy Dawson, a representative
of the organization maintained that
it is chartered and non-discriminatory in its membership policy.
Helen Wislinski, President of the
Senate suggested that the Activity
Committee look into the accusations made by C. R. 0.

The Interim

Pa~e Eight

'Perils of
Narcotics

Wednesday, March ·2, 1966

1:1~

Detective Anthony Rigoni, a
member of the Chicago Police Department will be the guest speaker, at a talk to be given March 3.
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"Perils of Narcotic and Drug
Addiction" will be the topic covered. As a member of the vice
squad, Detective Rigoni has posed
as a drug addict to gain the names
of "pushers," and other pertinent
information necessary in the aprehension of such men.

1

istening togethe

eorge . . . to LP'
from FOLLETT'

Thursday, March 3 is the day
scheduled for the talk, which will
be conducted in the Little Thea•
ter at 1 p. m.

Priest Warnsccontinued from Page

1)

coholic father talked about the
pressures put on children. She told
the audience that frequently children withdraw and will not admit
they have alcoholic parents. Often,
as in her case, they have responsibilities that prevent them from
being an individual. Too often, people had depended on her to solve
problems that arose in the family.
Not until she got away from her
family and joined Al-Teen was she
able to see many of her own problems.

Follett's has a large
selection of records
at very low prices ...

The wife of an alcoholic after telling her story spoke to the audience
about the role t.l\ey could play to
help children of alcoholics as teachers. She told them that frequently
her own emotional problems were
so great that she neglected her
children. Again she stressed that
these children are frequently withdrawn and ned understanding from
people.

We at Follett's believe in cultivating the
complete man . In addition to books-to-bedone-up-by, we have music to do just
about everything by.

for the jazz buffs ...

The woman alcoholic described
how easy social drinking could turn
into a nightmare. She spoke of Alcoholics 't\nonymous' work and how
it had helped here.
Some of the facts that brought
out about alcoholism were surpr.izing. Father John stated that it was
very likely that one out of every
twelve professional people, including priests, teachers, doctors, etc.,
would become an alcoholic. Many
alcoholics start to drink at thirteen
years of age and that in France
some children are alcoholics at 8
and 9 years old.

Monaural and stereo albums by Nat Cole,
Billie Holiday, Ethel Waters, Peggy Lee,
Shearing, Bruebeck, Garner and just about
every other jazz great.
"You'll
experience lots
of mutual
enjoyment
shopping here."

The panelists brought out fhe
facts that alcohol is a disease that
has no cure; once you are an alcoholic you have to always stay
away completely from alcohol. It
is a disease that affects the person in three ways; physically, emotionally and spiritually.

Ed Test Planned<Continued from Page 2)

cards are coincident, points of light
are visible. These dots of light represent colleges having all the desired characteristics.
located in the Midwest (2), where
In the spaces , reference numbers uid is available (3), a coeducationare printed. These numbers iden- al institution (4), with tuition charges under $1,000 (5), in a suburban
tify specific colleges in an accomcommunity (6), with aJ enrollment
panying code book . The ease with between 1,000 and 2,499 (7), having
which the College Suggestor is used a low student-faculty ration (8), and
is suggested by this example:
where 75 per cent of the faculty
have Ph.D.'s (9).
The student wants a college with
library science as a major field ( 1), The cards representing the nin~

and for long-hairs
Here's the chance to start or supplement
your classical library. Well-known, all-time
favorites such as Chopin, Beethoven,
Brahms, and Mozart as well as music from
Spain and Mexico, and some of the
opera greats such as Gilbert and Sullivan
are available for as low as $·1 39 each.
Corne in before they get picked-over.

FOLLETT'S
NORTHSIDE BOOKSTORE
3417 West Bryn Mawr Ave.
characteristics are stacked together and reveal through the dots of
light those colleges that meet these
ceontinued from Page 2)
requirements. The process taks a
main obligation of providing teachcouple of minutes at the most.
ing in General Education, and set
The Educational Testing Service 10 per cent of a department's
already has begun a thorough
search of education literature to teach ing time as its proper condetermine college characteristics tribution to the General Education
Program.
that are usable and available.

Review Functions-

To induce professors and younger
scholars to undertake the task of
creating and · teaching courses for ·
students whose interests center
outside the teachers' own fields of
study, the committee advanced
several proposals, including frequent sabbatical leave, to provide
a fair exchange in "time, the most
precious resource of the scholar."

